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  1. Where baseball originated?

United States

England

Australia

2. What is the player who throws the ball called?

Thrower

Forward

Pitcher

3. When baseball originated?

15th century

19th century

18th century

4. How many members there are in a baseball team?

3

9

11

5. What is the head coach called in baseball?

Coach

Manager
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Leader

6. Which of the following is not a baseball equipment?

A bat

A glove

A basket

7. What is the objective of the batting team?

To have a player reach the first base safely

To throw a ball as far as they can

To let the opposite team to throw a ball into the hole

8. How many innings there are in a game?

2

5

9

9. What is called a "baseball diamond"?

The ball

The perfect trowing

The place where baseball game is played

10. Does the baseball game have a game clock?

Yes

No
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Baseball Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. Where baseball originated?
  England
  2. What is the player who throws the ball called?
  Pitcher
  3. When baseball originated?
  18th century
  4. How many members there are in a baseball team?
  9
  5. What is the head coach called in baseball?
  Manager
  6. Which of the following is not a baseball equipment?
  A basket
  7. What is the objective of the batting team?
  To have a player reach the first base safely
  8. How many innings there are in a game?
  9
  9. What is called a "baseball diamond"?
  The place where baseball game is played
  10. Does the baseball game have a game clock?
  No
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